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A Moment with
the Manager...
On September 21, 2012, Sri Iyer and his portfolio management team at Guardian Capital
LP (GCLP) began managing the BMO Global Dividend Class. Below Sri answers some
pertinent questions regarding the team’s strategy and how they will help Canadian
investors reach their financial goals.
What is your view on global investing?
Global investing has become a necessity for investors
over the past 20 years. This may seem
counterintuitive because of all the challenges that
many economies around the world have experienced
recently, but to be able to achieve the necessary
growth along with proper diversification, investors
need the ability to move into and out of the areas
where there are the best opportunities. To find these
opportunities, you want a very large universe of
stocks to choose from to be able to pick the areas that
will provide the returns that you need.
Manager Insight…to be able to achieve the necessary
growth along with proper diversification, investors
need the ability to move into and out of the areas
where there are the best opportunities.

How do you view dividend investing?
We think of dividends as a portion of the total return
that we try to earn for our investors. There are two
areas where we are focussed to deliver returns over
the benchmark i) stock selection, and ii) yield carry.
Stock selection is simply picking the better
performing stock whileyield carry is defined as the
difference in return between the benchmark yield
and the portfolio yield. Investors will need to harness
both types of return, to beat the market over the next
10 years as yield carry can help the portfolio if stock

selection suffers. If we can provide a consistent yield
carry and combine it with good stock selection, we
will be able to create a consistent outperformance
with lower risk than the benchmark.

Can you describe how the team operates?
We structured our team in two separate components.
The first part of our team is comprised of a research
and development group that designs, builds and
continuously refines the model that we use in our
analysis. Members of this team have extensive
background in financial valuations and computer
science that allows them to build a powerful machine
to help us detect the best opportunities in the global
marketplace. The second part of our team are the
portfolio managers that use the model to sift through
the 3000+ securities that are available to us. The
portfolio managers use their combined decades of
experience to provide fundamental insights in
addition to the calculations done by our proprietary
model. I like to think of the research and
development team as building the sonar and the
portfolio managers as the fishermen. Even the most
skilled fishermen can improve their skills if they use
a sonar to show them where to fish.

Manager Insight – Even the most skilled fishermen
can improve their skills if they use a sonar to show
them where to fish.
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How does the model screen stocks?

How is the portfolio created?

We don’t operate with a “one size fits all” mentality
when it comes to security valuation. Different sectors
will have different factors that affect future
performance so we consider each sector as
independent with their own specific metrics and
ratios to create a recommendation on the value of the
security. Our proprietary model uses a combination
of fundamental variables within the sector specific
framework to provide a buy list of securities from the
global universe.

As markets change, we need to be able to detect the
change and react to it with the goal of trying to see
improving and deteriorating fundamentals for
positioning. We apply our proprietary model that has
been developed and refined over the past 10 years to
3000 global securities and filter them down to about
150 that result in a buy list. An important point about
this step is that the process by which the model ranks
the securities is open and transparent so it allows us
to see what fundamentals are driving the valuations.
The portfolio managers research the securities and
decide whether or not it is a good fit for our current
portfolio based on a combination of the model’s
rankings and portfolio construction measures. This
combination of the quantitative model and the
extensive experience of our portfolio managers
enables us to harvest dividend yield and position the
portfolio into high grade sectors and companies
allowing us to move into pockets of strength when
the opportunity arises

Manager Insight – Different sectors will have different
factors that affect future performance so we consider
each sector as independent with their own specific
metrics and ratios…

What type of dividend stocks do you want in
the portfolio?
The driving force behind our dividend selection
philosophy is what we call our GPS strategy which
stands for Growth, Payout, and Sustainability. With
this in mind we see three different types of dividend
paying stocks; dividend payers (have a higher yield
and solid balanced sheets), dividend growers
(continue to pay its dividend while growing it over
time), and dividend achievers (dividend paying
companies in cyclical sectors). We believe that a
dividend portfolio should have access to all three of
the dividend buckets. Being able to switch between
different dividend strategies allows us to choose
securities that are in the bucket where we see the
most value. Some firms are creating strategies that
rank different dividend securities based on their
payout and possibly some financial ratios and make
separate funds out of each. Unfortunately this is not
ideal for investors because you need access to all
three buckets to be able to move between them when
opportunities are presented.
Manager Insight – We believe that a dividend portfolio
should have access to all three of the dividend buckets...

Manager Insight – This combination of the quantitative
model and the extensive experience of our portfolio
managers enables us to harvest dividend yield and
position the portfolio into high grade sectors and
companies...

What are your thoughts on the outlook for
global dividend paying companies?
The combination of demographic trends (an aging
population that will require income for a long time to
come) companies with record levels of cash on their
balance sheets and below average payout ratios all
point to a positive outlook for dividend paying
companies. We believe that building a portfolio with
strong global GPS companies where alpha is
generated from a consistent yield carry combined
with good stock selection will provide consistent
outperformance with lower risk than the benchmark
for the future.
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